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  Cross Country Live Bottom Trailers are the result of 5 
years of hands-on experience in the belt trailer industry 
and 30 years of experience in manufacturing aggregate 
trailers. No other manufacturer builds a trailer that is as 
tough, reliable, or as e cient as Cross Country.

    From the basic design of our straight wall which 
eliminates material hang-up caused by curves, to our 
choice of heavy duty roller chain to provide years of 
smooth operation, every component and every design 
element was chosen to provide the greatest strength 
and the longest life.

  We use nothing but the best: Hardox™ 450 
steel from hitch to gate to ensure the longest life 
possible; as well as dual powerful, top of the line 
Parker motors to handle heavy and sticky loads.

  This kind of thinking is applied to every inch of 
our live bottom, from filtered gladhands to the 
breakaway mudflap hangars.

    All of this results in a trailer with the fastest 
unloading, best cleanout, and lowest downtime. 

Manitoba Operations

Ph: 204.822.9509
Fax: 204.822.9514

418 South Railway St.
Morden, MB
R6M 2G2

Ontario Operations

Ph: 519.676.7900
Fax: 519.676.9918

1 Solvay Drive 
Blenheim, ON
N0P 1A0

ULTRALIGHT LIVE BOTTOM - 410LB-LT

engineered for today. built for a lifetime.

CROSS COUNTRY MANUFACTURING



Ultra light weight facilitates 
for a higher payload

Cameras at rear and inside 
box (optional)

Equipped with Goodyear™ 
heat and abrasion resistant belt

High strength roller chain 
for long life

// 25.9 cubic yards
  15,600 lbs base weight

Features
//// Complete Hardox™ 450 steel liner // 4” full-roller chain // Standard 
reversible-direction belt // Hendrickson Air Ride Suspension w/ 25,000 LB 
axles // Infinitely adjustable belt speed control // Automatic chain oilers // 
Axalta™ (DuPont™) Imron Elite polyurethane primer & paint // Truck-Lite™ 
LED lighting w/sealed wiring harness // Jost 2-speed landing gear // 
Minimizer™ plastic half round rear fenders with lifetime warranty // 
Aluminum light bar // Fully insulated walls //

OptionsOptions
// Calcium Sprayer // Reverse-O-Matic direction sensor // AR200 or Hardox
™ liner materials available in various thickness - up to 1/4 inch // Aluminum 
wheels // Electric Tarp // Camera systems to monitor unloading // 
Aluminum or stainless steel half-round fenders // Back-up alarm, back-up 
light & strobe light(s) // Aluminum tailgate // 

// Fastest unload time of any belt trailer in the 
industry

ULTRALIGHT LIVE BOTTOM - 410LB-LT
engineered for today. crafted for a lifetime.

CROSS COUNTRY MANUFACTURING


